Abstract. Sensitive information can be exposed to critical risks when communicated through computer networks. The ability of attackers in hiding their attacks' intention obstructs existing protection systems to early prevent their attacks and avoid any possible sabotage in network systems. In this paper, we propose a similarity approach called Attack Intention Recognition based on Similarity of Evidences (AIRSE). In particular, the proposed approach AIRSE aims to recognize attack intention in real time. It classifies attacks according to their characteristics and uses the similar metric method to identify attacks motives and predict their intentions. In this study, attack intentions are categorized into specific and general intentions. General intentions are recognized by investigating violations against the security metrics of confidentiality, integrity, availability, and authenticity. Specific intentions are recognized by investigating the network attacks used to achieve a violation. The obtained results demonstrate that the proposed approach is capable of investigating similarity of attack signatures and recognizing the intentions of network attack.
Introduction
With the rapid advancement of networking technologies, attacks become more dangerous as attackers utilize more advanced methods to hide their intentions. Identifying the motives of attackers allows security administrators to predict and counter attack intention which is the ultimate reason why an attack was conducted. In general, it is difficult to predict the attack intentions as the attackers use a set of tactical steps supported by techniques to hide and cover their malicious activities [1] .
The intention of an attack is what the attack hopes to achieve. Recognizing hostile intentions helps security administrators develop security systems to thwart attackers with certain motives. Attack intention recognition (AIR) is the process of using known attack scenarios to observe an attacker's behavior and infer his intention [2] . With the rapid developments in networking technology, attacks have become more dangerous than ever, deploying sophisticated mechanisms to hide malicious behavior. Understanding attackers' behavior will help security administrators recognize their intentions and better predict their activities.
There are few approaches in the attack intention recognition that have been studied in many research papers with different ways of implementation. Authors in [2] classify these approaches into causal network [1] , path analysis [3] , attack graph [4] , dynamic bayesian network [5] , attack intention analysis algorithm [6] , and similarity intention metric [7] . Although helpful, these approaches still have several problems that may critically affect th e efficiency and capability of recognizing the attack intentions in real time, This study proposes a similarity approach called Attack Intention Recognition based on Similarity of Evidences (AIRSE). In particular, AIRSE approach is proposed to recognize attack intention in real time based on investigating the similarity of attack characteristics through two main stages. A pattern of attack is created as a baseline for intention recognition in the first stage. In the second stage, the attack intention then is recognized by investigating the similarity between the characteristics of the created pattern and the evidence collected from a detected attack. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the literature review. Section 3 proposes AIRSE approach. AIRSE implementation is described in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the results of this study. Section 6 concludes this paper.
Related Works
Multiple researches have studied different approaches to AIR and its various methods of implementation. In [2] , the approaches of AIR are categorized into causal networks, path analysis, graphical model, and dynamic Bayesian network, intention analysis, and similarity intention metric as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The following subsections describe the different approaches of AIR with further detail. Causal network was presented by [1] to identify and predict possible attacks. This study developed a graphbased technique to correlate isolated attacks using low-level alerts and comparison to known attack plans. Probabilistic interference was used to evaluate the probabilities of an attack having certain goals to create causal network attack trees for attack prediction. This study uses predefined attack plans created with expert inputs to predict and thwart possible attacks. If attack' activities are beyond the scope of existing attack plans, the creation of new attack plans is required. The creation of mechanisms to identify the true and apparent motives of attackers is also necessary, as well as tools to distinguish single attackers and multiple attackers.
Attack path analysis was proposed in [3] and involves the use of graphical attack paths to predict attacker motives. In attack path analysis, intrusive intensions and the threat the pose can be quantified. Minimum cut theory is used to identify the minimum necessary resources to accomplish objectives. This study is only the first step in identifying and addressing threats, although several possible options for future research appear promising, such as the use of additional parameters to improve accuracy or the quantification of the time and money needed to use certain methods.
Graphical models, as proposed by [4] , are used to recognise attacker motives. The state of network security is represented by the use of nodes to represent both the defending system and the attackers. Changes in system defenses are represented graphically as the attack occurs. The method assumes that the attackers have one goal and multiple attack plans. Attack graphs can be used to map out the steps of an attack scenario using known vulnerabilities and configurations, as stated by [8] . Graphical models effectiveness is limited to unauthorised network access and does not cover attacks made using privileged access.
Dynamic bayesian networks (DBN) are a tool for identifying intrusion first proposed by [5] . DBN combines static bayesian networks with timestamps to order remove data using a probabilistic model in order to identify attacker motives. DBN uses Markova assumptions and large amounts of training data with the latest attack behaviors and objectives to identify attacker intensions. This study assumes that the most probable attack goal is the true goal of an attacker and that attacker's compromise multiple targets to gain the necessary resources to complete their objectives.
Based on [6] , attack intention analysis is a predictor used to accurately facilitate securities. This study proposes a technique combining mathematical Dempster-Shafer (D-S) evidence theory with a probabilistic method in a causal network to predict attacker intentions. Prediction accuracy is related to the amount of collected evidences. This approach needs to have a library of potential intentions and evidence to quickly determine true intentions.
A Similarity of Attack Intentions (SAI) algorithm was proposed by [7] as an improvement to Attack Intention Analysis (AIA). It forms similar intentions between a new attack and previous attacks by estimating the similarity values between the new and old attack intentions. SAI uses cosine similarity as a distance-based similarity measure to estimate similar cybercrime intentions. The maximum similar attack intention value is selected to identify the similarities between the intention of the new attack and previous attacks. This method selects the closest match to the intentions of the new attack as the real intentions of the attack. Table 1 summarizes the limitations of the reviewed approaches. 3 Proposed Approach AIRSE Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of the proposed approach AIRSE. In particular, AIRSE recognizes attack intention using two main phases. First, the pattern of attack is created as a baseline for intention recognition. Second, the attack intention is recognized by investigating the similarity between the signatures of the created pattern and the evidence collected from a particular attack. .
Pattern creation phase creates a baseline that is used to detect attack intentions. In this study, attack intentions are categorized into general and specific intentions. General intentions are recognized by investigating violations against the security metrics of confidentiality, integrity, availability, and authenticity. Specific intentions are recognized by investigating the different attacks used to achieve a violation. The recognized general and specific intentions are utilized as a baseline to recognize the intention of new attacks. The attack pattern is created by extracting the signatures of attacks and classified them in categories according to each attack. Intention recognition phase recognizes the main and specific intentions of network attacks by investigating the similarity between collected evidence and the classified signatures of network attacks. The similarity is investigated using formula (1) as stated in [7] .
where SimA n E (A k ) is the similar attack evidence for each attack, SumSimAE (A k ) is summation of the similar attack evidence, and r is the total number of A k evidence. The similarity values were calculated for each intention and sorted in descending order.
Fig. 2. AIRSE architecture

AIRSE Implementation
In this study, network attacks are classified into four categories based on their possible violations on the main parameters of information security [9] [10] [11] as shown in Table 2 . This study limits attack threats to five categories as described in Table 3 . Unlike [7] , which use similarity of intention to recognize attack intention, this study uses the similarity of evidence features to discover real intention as shown in Table 4 . Time to live (TTL) TTL expired E 5 Protocol type NTP, SMTP, FTP, HTTP E 6 Packet size 65,536 bytes E 7 Service type Unknown port number or type of protocol E 8 Operating system CVE-2013-3899, CVE-2013-3195, CVE-2013-3940 E 9 Software Open source, free E 10 Host performance Bandwidth, CPU, Memory, Kernel memory Table 5 displays connections between types of attacks based on their vulnerabilities. Port numbers (E 3 ) have the greatest possibility to be targeted for attack, while TTL (E 4 ) is the least likely vulnerability to be targeted except by DoS (A 1 ). In addition, DDoS (A 2 ) is the most likely attack to be launched. AIRSE's algorithm shown in Fig. 3 is proposed to develop a proactive approach to improve attack intention recognition. This algorithm is a modification of the Similarity of Attack Intention (SAI) algorithm. In particular, it creates a solution from similarity of attack evidence to discover attack intentions. AIRSE evaluates evidences and attack features to recognize intention. Fig. 3 also illustrates how the intention similarity metric is generated from (SimAE(A k )). The maximum evidence similarity metric is selected to identify the similarities between the evidence and the new attack and previous attacks using (SimAE(A k )). The closest match to the evidence of the new attack is used to discover real attack intentions. Table 5 . Attacks and their possible evidences 
Results and Discussion
This section describes the results of AIRSE study. To allocate intention value, AIRSE implements [12] technique to specify the value of attack evidence based on importance and frequency of occurrence. It was decided that the minimum weight for attack evidence was 0, or no evidence found, and the maximum value was 1. The new attack A 6 evidence was analysed with priority and frequency weights, and four evidence sets were identified: {E 1 , E 3 , E 5 , E 10 }. The potential evidence for the new cybercrime are {E 3 , E 5 } because they have the maximum probability value reserved for the E x set where x represents the number of evidence sets as shown in Table 6 . The value for evidence determines the accuracy of the height value for detection after the analysis process. Each value equals (0.70). The predefined attack set is PA = {A 1 , A 2 , A 3 … A 5 }, and the predefined evidence set is AE = {E 1 , E 2 , E 3 … E 10 }. Table 7 shows the similarity of evidences values between A 6 and the other predefined attacks. AIRSE algorithm identifies similar evidence {E 3 , E 5 } between the new attack A 6 and predefined attacks. Among these attacks, A 6 is similar to a spoofing attack, and A 5 has the highest similarity value for all three comparisons. In conclusion, the general intention of the new attack A 6 is unauthorized access to network system (authenticity violation) and the specific intention the attacker used to achieve the unauthorized access is identity spoofing. The obtained results demonstrate that the AIRSE algorithm increases the possibility of recognizing intentions in advance, allowing for the elimination of similar cases based on evidence similarity. The results shows the relationship between new attacks and predefined attacks to help in the decision making process. Table 8 shows a comparison between AIRSE and other existing approaches of attack intention recognition. The comparison process shows that AIRSE algorithm is an efficient approach for intention recognition. 
Conclusion
This paper reviews several approaches of attack intention recognition and critically discusses their limitations. We proposed AIRSE approach in order to mitigate the limitations of the existing approach. The finding of this paper demonstrates that AIRSE provides useful information and increases the possibility of recognizing attack intentions in advance by eliminating similar cases using evidences similarity. The finding also demonstrates that usage of data gathered from previous invasions is beneficial for future attack predictions.
A limitation of this paper is associated with the implementation part. AIRSE was implemented using limited number of evidences as well as the weights allocated for attack features are uncertain. As recommendations for future research, deep analysis on the attacks features would provide more accurate values, allowing for multiple sets of evidence to reduce the time required in recognizing attack intention. This recommendation could be achieved using training behaviours for attack evidence to recognize attack intention using an Artificial Neural Network (ANN).
